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GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS

USGA Reorganizes Headquarters Staff ... Scientists Identify 5,000 Needed Uses ... Red Oak Tested for Wilt Resistance ... FMC Will Market Japanese Tractor Line ... Sulfuric Acid Improves Mine Spoils
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Mite Attacks Turf in Winter
A new potentially significant destroyer of valuable turf is described by Dr. Harry Niemczyk, well-known entomologist

Trends and Basics of Turf Fertilizer
The future of nitrogen sources, a profile of non-farm fertilizer usage, and the basics of fertilizer components

Comparison of Preemergent Turf Herbicides
Rutgers University shows results of old and coming preemergents

Direct Mail: Boost to Spring Business
Everything from picking the promotion area to mailing the printed piece is covered in this article

Weed Control for Turf Managers
A second excerpt from the new handbook by Purdue's William Daniel
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